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About This Game

Note: This game is not compatible with Windows 10.
Help a brave little turtle get his shell back in this exciting adventure. Ozzy the turtle has been selected to track down stolen
talismans and capture the thieves. Help Ozzy battle devilfish, sea hedgehogs, and a host of other strange undersea creatures
along the way. With more than forty levels of fun, there's enough adventure here for everyone. Dive in and start your Turtle

Odyssey today!
- Multiple Difficulty Levels

- Easy to Learn and Play
- Cool Bonuses

- Strange Enemies

Grab it while you can, and TELL YOUR FRIENDS!
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I'm not sure why the turtle wants to find his shell since it could easily afford a golden one with diamonds with all that cash it
finds on the ocean ground.. \u6bc1\u539f\u4f5c. This game belongs to one of my first PC games. I played with this game like
15 years ago the last time, back then I could be like 5 or 6 years old and just started to attend to first grade in primary school. I
still remember that my mom wrote the game to a disc for me as a present or something and I loved to play it for hours every
day. Turtle Odyssey thank you for all the old memories, I will never forget this game.

. don't let the kid friendly apperance fool you

10\/10 would be killed by projectile shooting fish after running out of oxygen again. turtle gang !!!
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JESUS THIS GAME SO GOOD. Amazing game, it makes me remember when i was young playing it :) ! It's worth it really :P. I
played this so much when I was younger! Hopefully the other games will come to steam!. I like turtles.. This game confuses me

10\/10
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